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of such a conclusion it "was to my mind quite clear that an obstinate error like this, fostered by positive private gains to a busy few and promises of individual advantages to large and influential classes could in no other way be successfully combatted, and 1 considered it a case in which the end would justify means so little exceptionable. President Jackson pursued a similar course, and, as I know, for similar reasons, in his Maysville Veto.1 The great influence which that Message exerted in overthrowing- the entire system of Internal Improvement by the Federal Government, altho' it was only directed against a part, is universally conceded. How much was done towards correcting public sentiment on the subject of high tariffs in our state by the course I pursued, it is not for me to say. Governor Marcy, who will not, by those who knew him, be remembered as a flatterer even of his best friends notwithstanding this instance of exaggerated praise, in a letter to me some months after this period, referring to his solicitude as to the political effect that must be produced by the tariff feeling and his apprehension that it had disturbed his relations with Mr. Wright, Avrote as follows :
There was last spring a more than half formed opinion that you was hostile to the Tariff; this opinion was settling down into a conviction accompanied with some excitement and was doing (or rather was about to) infinite mischief to the cause of Genl Jackson in this State, when, at the most auspicious moment that political sagacity ever selected, and by the most successful effort that talent ever made, you destroyed in the speech you made at the Capitol all the works which long premeditated mischief had contrived, and the industry of political enemies had been many months employed, to raise up for the prostration of yourself and the cause you had espoused.2
In every subsequent National canvass until my final retirement from public life my Woollen's Speech (as it was called) was made a prominent subject of a partizan agitation. It was denounced by my opponents at the South as proof of my being a Protectionist and by those at the North as proof of my hostility to the system. So frequent and continued were the applications for explanations that I was obliged to have an edition of the speech published for the benefit of my friends at the South. At the north its drift and design were soon understood and in the end favorably appreciated.
In the fall of this year Thomas Addis Emmett was seized with paralysis whilst engaged in the trial of a cause, and died almost immediately. I was one of the opposing counsel in the cause, and as the court adjourned on the preceding day he [Emmett] expressed to me his surprise that we had kept our suit — the claim of Bishop Inglis, of Nova Scotia, to the immense estate called the Sailor's Snug Harbor — on foot so long, but added that we could not prolong its life
of May 27, 1830, with veto of bill authorizing a subscription of stock In the Maysvlllc, Washington, Paris and Lexington Turnpike Company.
2 This letter, Marcy to Van Buren, 1828, Jan. 29, is the Van Buron  Papers in the Library of Congress.

